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No single Russian woman will be attracted to someone who is disrespectful to them particularly when it comes to
their country, traditions and culture. For that reason, it’s important to act like a gentleman at all times if you’d like
to be successful in winning a woman’s heart online. Below is a list of some recommendations that could help
guys avoid offending their lovely Russian ladies.
Don’t Make Fun of Her English Language Skills
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If you want to successfully date a single Russian woman you should never make fun of the way she speaks
English or laugh at her when she makes a mistake. You may only be joking, but what you say could really hurt
her feelings and influence her confidence. It is even more true if you don’t speak Russian yourself. Anyone who’s
ever had to learn a new language knows that it’s not an easy thing to do and being laughed at by a native speaker
can really affect the learning process. It is important to be patient with your online date and you can help her learn
by explaining what she said wrong.
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Do Not Be Ignorant
There are plenty of unfair, inaccurate and ridiculous stereotypes about Russian and European women. You shouldn’t take them seriously if you truly want to impress an
international lady. Saying things like all ladies are dying to escape their nation and marry a western man or all Russians are communists will only make you sound
foolish. It is best to treat all girls like they’re unique and special and you should not make any generalizations based on their nationality.
Should you be thinking about impressing a single Russian lady, ensure you learn some things about the country she is from. Study
basic facts about life in Russia and geography by studying the maps and read about the most critical events that helped shape her
country. It would not hurt to learn a few phrases and sentences in her language either. She will appreciate the effort you’re making
and will be delighted that you want to get to know her a lot better. Also, a little additional know-how has never ever hurt everyone.
Be Respectful at All Times
A real gentleman will never make fun of a lady’s language skills, country or culture. Although numerous ladies may even agree with
your opinion and think your jokes are funny, they might not appreciate your criticism about their country from a foreigner. Always be
respectful and never say anything negative about her country of residence until you know her better and can be certain she will not
be offended. Even then, be careful whenever you bring up this subject. You don’t want to make your lady feel like her nationality is
not good enough or her country’s second class.
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